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Smart Meters - Backbone of the Indian Power Sector
Transformation

Addressing at POWERGEN India 's the Energy Leadership Conclave, Mr. Gautam 
Kumar, CTO, IntelliSmart highlighted that Smart Meter is the backbone of the 
power sector's transformation and it is much beyond fixing four screws on the wall. 
IntelliSmart is at the forefront of the transformation in the power sector 
through digitalisation & IntelliSmart along with EESL have implemented over 2.2 
million smart meters in India so far.
The biggest learning during smart metering program has been the shift in the 
consumer’s mindset in terms of electricity consumption & swift payments. It's a key 
factor in ensuring the success of future roll-outs. These learnings have helped 
IntelliSmart in bringing out a guiding document for large scale smart 
meters deployment. While so far, we have achieved success in fragments, it's time 
to now move on to the masses.

Smart Meters - Basic Element for
Deployment of Large-Scale Digital
Technologies

IntelliSmart during FEED4YOU Alliance for an Energy
Efficient Economy (AEEE) Executive Dialogue on
‘Leveraging Demand Flexibility to make Indian power
grid resilient, reliable and cost effective’ highlighted
that RE on one hand provides plethora of benefits for
mankind but it has inherent challenges that include
increasing variability of hourly demand, increasing
ramping requirements due to variability in generation,
lack of real time data for scientific forecasting & pricing
techniques, short-term frequency variations, lack of
curtailment remuneration for solar & wind generation
and local voltage issues.

GOI has enabled roll out of 250 million smart
meters by 2025 through launch of Revamped
Distribution Sectoral Scheme (RDSS) with a total outlay
of 400 million USD. Realizing the potential under the
scheme, opportunities for 40 million smart metering
systems have been floated by 11 states and 2 UTs till
date.

Digitalisation is the key to address issues through
implementation of various solutions that include
but not limit to Demand Response, smart grid,
smart storage, smart integration of micro
grids, AI&ML enabled forecasting. Smart
Meters form basic element for deployment of
large-scale digital technologies buttressed by real
time data which is gold mine in present world.

Mr. Anupam Shrivastava Head, Business
Development & Policy Advocacy
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INSTINCT (IntelliSmart’s National Innovation Challenge and Hackathon) second edition was launched last month
in the presence of its esteemed jury panel – stalwarts and doyens of the industry – and participants from various
academic institutes, startups and innovation community at large.

INSTINCT 2.0 invited an innovative pool of ideas to solve four critical and relevant challenges/ problem
statements that will have the potential to further augment our and the industry’s efforts to pioneer digitalisation
in power distribution.

Re-usability or safe disposal of 
the outdated meters

Demonstrate a viable
business case innovative
option(s) that can identify
possibility(ies) of practical
and realistic re-utilisation of
conventional meter.

Hybrid Communication Module 
for Smart Meters

Design a Hybrid
Communication Module for,
where minimum two
communication technologies
can co-exist (EX: - cellular
and RF), ensuring continuous
communication between the
meter and the back-end
system between two
communicating devices.

Device level data trimming to 
reduce stress on AMI system

Design a solution model that
will act as an intermediate
intelligent layer on the meter
before communication which
will analyze meter event data
at device level itself and
based on its relevance will
decide to push the
information to the upstream
system along with other
datasets for carrying out real-
time analysis to take
immediate action.

Develop cost effective and 
indigenous solutions to achieve 
plug and play interchangeability 

or integration among CCMS

Since every CCMS vendor
have their own APIs,
interchanging of CCMS of
one make by another is not
possible. Also, Integration of
individual dash boards is not
possible as of now for the
same reason.

Four Challenges of INSTINCT 2.0

With over 600+ participations in a short span from
across the country, INSTINCT 2.0 is set to uncover the
brightest idea. Participants stand a chance to win from
a cash pool of INR 10 lakhs. Registration and Idea
submission closes on 10th March, 2022.

Participants showed the great enthusiasm in Ask me
Anything session (AMA) where mentors like Mr.
Gautam Kumar, Mr. Anil Kumar Choudhary, Mr.
Saahas, Mr. Rohit Chawla, Mr. Sanjay Agarwal and
Mr. Kheem Singh connected with participants. As
emphasized by the mentors, look for inspiration
from your own locality and explore different
perspective of solving problems.

INSTINCT 2.0
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Smart Meter Awareness – KIOSK

In a quest to increase consumer awareness around
smart prepaid meters and their added
benefits, IntelliSmart along with Uttar Haryana Bijli
Vitran Nigam (UHBVN) & Energy Efficiency Services
Limited (EESL) have installed a smart meter awareness
kiosk at UHBVN office, Panchkula.

IntelliSmart representatives on-ground address all
doubts of consumers and cleared all the myths
associatedwith smart meters.

Stress Management Program

Mr. Tarun Sharma (TACHUB) who has over 20 years of extensive experience into training of corporates and
government bodies conducted one day training program via technologies like Laughter Therapy, Positive Thinking,
Smiling Frequently for employees.

Tools like Audio Visuals, Group Activities and experimental learning were used to pass on the message.

IntelliSmart along with EESL has unlocked the
milestone of installing of 5 lakh smart prepaid meters
in Bihar with the support of North Bihar Power
Distribution Company Limited and South Bihar Power
Distribution Company Limited.

The journey towards Digitalisation is a long arduous
process. The success of these endeavor would lay the
roadmap for smooth transition towards clean energy.
We at IntelliSmart are certain that all of us together
can play a decisive role in transforming India’s energy
landscape.

Making of an Energy Efficient Bihar

KEY ACTIVITIES
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Cybersecurity is the practice of protecting systems, networks, and programs from digital attacks. These
cyberattacks are usually aimed at accessing, changing, or destroying sensitive information; extorting money
from users; or interrupting normal business processes. Implementing effective cybersecurity measures is
particularly challenging today because there are more devices than people, and attackers are becoming more
innovative.

ROHIT CHAWLA

Mr. Rohit Chawla Sr. Manager – IT, has
more than 13 years of experience across
the Power Distribution sector. He has
worked extensively with different
DISCOMs on various profiles such as
communication engineer, DBA, AMR etc.

About Author

In today’s connected world, everyone benefits from
advanced cyberdefense programs. At an individual
level, a cybersecurity attack can result in everything
from identity theft, to extortion attempts, to the loss
of important data. Everyone relies on critical
infrastructure like power plants, hospitals, and
financial service companies. Securing these
organizations is essential to keeping our society
functioning.

Deploy Intelligent Threat Protection: Providing a secure path
to resources on the open Internet is vital to enforcing a Zero
Trust security framework. This doesn’t need to be daunting;
you can start with a single pain point or vulnerability.

Increasing Threat Landscape: Workforce needs the Internet to
do the work, but malware, phishing, zero-day threats, and data
breaches loom. On-premises security solutions that rely on
traditional control points lack the visibility, scalability,
intelligence, and real-time response your cloud-first world
needs.

Branch Direct Internet Access (DIA) Though DIA meets your
SaaS-heavy and cloud-first requirements, it renders your
traditional security solutions that depend on central control
and inspection obsolete. But replicating your security stacks
across users, devices, and systems is expensive, introduces
risk, and wastes IT resources

VPN Elimination Your mobile workforce and cloud-based
applications are at odds with your legacy and appliance-based
access solutions. Traditional VPNs, proxies, and RDPs drive up
operational costs, monopolize already-scarce IT resources, and
open your business to risk.

Trojan, worms and botnets are
common types of malware that
are used by cyber criminal and
hackers to infect devices

Data Breach Detection or 
Data Exfiltration or Theft

In a Brute Force Attack, the
attacker tries to guess the
username-password combination
repeatedly to gain access, without
the risk of detection

Insiders within an organization
could become threat, advertently
or inadvertently, by virtue of their
intentions

Data Breach is main reason for
malefactors to hatch a plan of
attack into an organizations digital
information that can range from
personal data to business
sensitive information

Malware Detection Brute Force Insider Threat

A type of malware or
malicious software, designed
to gain profit for its creator by
denying the victim access to
their computer files until a
ransom fee is paid.

Attackers use DNS protocol to
keep their communications
covert and evade detection.

Weakness which can be
exploited by a threat actor,
such as an attacker, to cross
privilege boundaries within a
computer system.

Proper coding guidelines and
best practices are not
followed. Hackers pry into
web applications to access
database, steal credentials,
download malware or redirect
user to malicious sites

Ransomware Attack DNS Protection Vulnerability Exploits Web Application Security

Types of Cyber Security Threats

Policies to Adopt for Cyber Security

CYBER SECURITY
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India gets a US $20 billion push to manufacture
semiconductor, display fabs

Five companies have shown interest to
construct local semiconductor and
display fabrication facilities in India–with
proposals worth US$20.5 billion.
Singapore’s IGSS, ISMC, and Vedanta (JV
with Foxconn) showed interest.

Powerless in Chandigarh: HC steps in, summons UT chief
engineer

Taking Suo motu cognizance of the
power disruption in Chandigarh due to
the strike by UT electricity department
employees against privatisation, HC of
Puj and Har summoned the UT chief
engineer to apprise the court of the
measures being taken to alleviate the
crisis

Peak electricity demand projected to touch 215 GW this 
year

The government has asked generating
companies to import about nine
million tonnes of coal for blending at
thermal power stations to meet the
projected peak electricity demand of
215,000 MW.

Mangaluru: Smart electricity meters will be fixed by 2025
- MESCOM MD

By the year 2025, current electricity
meters will be replaced with smart
meters. This ambitious scheme will be
implemented in stages, said managing
director of MESCOM, Prashant Kumar
Mishra

Central govt preparing accounting rules for DISCOMs

The Centre is preparing accounting rules
for DISCOMs which are said to be
showing exaggerated assets while
nonprovisioning losses. This could mean
the DISCOMs are in a much worse
condition than expected

India and Australia inked a letter of
intent for working together towards
reducing the cost of new and
renewable energy technologies and
scaling up their deployment to reduce
emission globally

Vedanta Group and Hon Hai Technology
Group (Foxconn), have signed an MOU
to form a joint venture company to
manufacture semiconductors in India.
Vedanta will hold majority stake in the
JV

The Union Ministry of Home Affairs
has given its approval to Eminent
Electricity Distribution Limited to take
over Chandigarh’s power department,
transfer formalities to be completed
by end of March.

To date, approximately 37.33 lakh smart
meters have been installed in various
states under various schemes of GoI and
DISCOMs, Union Power Minister R K
Singh stated in a written reply in the Lok
Sabha.

ABB India brings in Energy Efficiency Devices with a new 
range of Smart Metering Solutions

ABB India Ltd. has launched a new series
of electrical measuring and power
monitoring meters for the digital panel
meter market.

India, Australia ink letter of intent on new and renewable
energy technology

Vedanta, Foxconn form joint venture to produce 
semiconductors

Centre gives nod, Eminent Ltd to take over UT’s electricity
department by end of March

37.33 Lakh Smart Electricity Meters Installed In Country So
Far: R K Singh

https://techwireasia.com/2022/02/india-gets-a-us20b-push-to-manufacture-semiconductor-display-fabs/
https://www.hindustantimes.com/cities/chandigarh-news/powerless-in-chandigarh-hc-steps-in-summons-ut-chief-engineer-101645532256993.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/peak-electricity-demand-projected-to-touch-215-000-mw-this-year-101645587944939.html
https://www.daijiworld.com/news/newsDisplay?newsID=929152
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/energy/power/central-govt-preparing-accounting-rules-for-discoms/articleshow/89757287.cms
https://www.indiainfoline.com/article/news-top-story/abb-india-brings-in-energy-efficiency-devices-with-a-new-range-of-smart-metering-solutions-122020800632_1.html
https://energy.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/renewable/india-australia-ink-letter-of-intent-on-new-and-renewable-energy-technology/89605310
https://www.thehindu.com/business/vedanta-foxconn-form-joint-venture-to-produce-semiconductors/article65049478.ece
https://indianexpress.com/article/cities/chandigarh/centre-gives-nod-eminent-ltd-to-take-over-ut-electricity-department-7765008/
https://www.outlookindia.com/national/37-33-lakh-smart-electricity-meters-installed-in-country-so-far-r-k-singh-news-122066
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Key Development Under Smart Meter Programme – Till 28th February 2022

➢ ~78 Lakh meters of existing project.

➢ ~23.51 Lakh meters installed.

➢ 4G smart meter proof of concept
completed successfully in Uttar
Pradesh.

➢ 4 towns in Bihar have completed the
target of smart meter installation.

➢ National Smart Meter Mobile
application development under
progress, final sample data testing to
be done.

➢ Phase 1 meter installation in Andaman
under IPDS and DDUGJY completed.

➢ All STQC reports submitted in Uttar
Pradesh, penetration testing to
commence.

Haryana
4.06/10

NDMC

Rajasthan

A&N

Bihar

UP

0.63/0.64 

1.25/2.9 

11.54/40 

5.32/23.5 

0.74/0.76 

Achievement/ Target 

Legend:

Awards and Recognitions

6.2 

Assam

New state added

Team of the Month, JAN’22- Contracting Team Team of the Month, JAN’22- PR & IT Infra Team

Gautam Kumar
CTO

Alok Kumar
Head – SCM

z

Sanjay Agarwal
GM - IT

Smriti Srivastava
Sr. Manager - Contracts 

Kheem Singh
Quality Manager

Rituraj
Asst. Contracts Manager

Aditi Gupta
Asst. Manager – SCM

Prithiraj Das
Purchase Officer

Satrajit Majumdar 
GM – Corporate Comm. & PR 

Rahul Bali
Sr. Manager - PR

Gaurav Srivastava
Senior Officer – IT
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IntelliSmart

IntelliSmart is a joint venture of EESL (Energy Efficiency Services Limited, A Joint venture of PSUs of Ministry of Power,

Government of India) along with NIIF (National Investment and Infrastructure Fund, a Government of India backed fund). It

is responsible for enabling implementation of Smart meters across the country. The focus of IntelliSmart is to drive

efficiencies for DISCOMs, improve revenue management, increase billing efficiency and consumer satisfaction. With our

vision of creating a digitalized & resilient power sector, through innovative technological solutions, IntelliSmart is well placed

to determine future of infrastructure.

Disclaimer

This material has been prepared by IntelliSmart and contains proprietary and confidential information. This material may

contain information sourced from publicly available information or other third-party sources. IntelliSmart does not

independently verify any such sources and is not responsible for any loss whatsoever caused due to reliance placed on

information sourced from such sources. The information contained in this material is intended solely for you. Any disclosure,

copying or further distribution of this material or its contents is strictly prohibited.

Happy to hear from you

Newsletter is meant to share updates, case studies, success stories and experiences with various stakeholders on regular

basis. For any suggestions/ queries/ inputs, please write to newsletter@intellismartinfa.in.

https://www.intellismartinfra.in/ https://www.linkedin.com/co
mpany/intellismart/

newsletter@intellismartinfra.in
@Intelli_Smart

Solve this Riddle

https://www.linkedin.com/co
mpany/intellismart/

Sugandha Chauhan, Accenture 

Gaurav Srivastava, IntelliSmart

Kabir Kumar, IntelliSmart

Ravi Suraj, IntelliSmart

Brijesh Singh, IntelliSmart

Sajan Goyal, IntelliSmart

Last Riddle Correct and Early 
Respondents
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